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Use 5 Best Free Android Mobile Phone Apps in 2014

Zoopla Property Search

Without rushing to find an agent for property deals, Zoopla is a latest app that will be going to prove
the best for you. Download this amazing app in your smart phone and browse for plenty of
properties for sale and you can directly jump off to the details about the prices involved and
available properties in your desired location. With this app, you can browse according to the
specific categories like property type, bedrooms you require, and add keywords to make your
search relevantly by browsing the pictures or find a good agent who can help you reliably.
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Money Tracker

One of the favourite apps of all, that will help you keeping the control on incomings and outgoings.
Money Tracker helps you sensibly create a balance between simplicity and features. With it, you
can create your own folders and categories, so that you can identify all your monthly expenses in
future or savings. You will be able to calculate the amount of money you are spending every week.

Fiverr
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Those who for odd jobs and who want to pay them, Fiverr is a service with all the opportunities.
With this, the micro-tasks are valued at five bucks each but it is now expanding for bigger payouts
as well. Now people having Android phones can enjoy this service which includes employers, post
jobs, stay updated with important things, and find gigs, all these are now possible with Fiverr.

Link Bubble
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Link Bubble is one of the latest but very useful app for all the Android users. This app loads up
website pages in the background. With this you can benefit by without being bournced around with
redirections or pulled away from what you are currently working. While you will click the link, a
bubble will pop up on the side which will display the loading progress. When the entire loading will
be done, it will open automatically. One of the best rated apps for Android phones is here!

Timehop
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With this wonderful app, you can see what you were up to now on your social networks till now.
This is very interesting little social app, which fetches out the updates from Facebook, Instagram,
Foursquare, Twitter from one two or three years ago to the day. The app is designed very nicely
and you can enjoy getting a daily dose of nostalgia with this in a nice way.
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